
DISSOLVING A MUDDLE IN ECONOMICS, 
or 3R. MARX MEETS LORD RUSSELL" 

There are techniques sf wathelaatical logic which are web 
suited to analysis and clarification of the concept of econo- 
mic value. This essay reviews some important prior discussions 
of such value, exhibiting a confusion therein. Wethods adapted 
from Bertrand Russekl's analysis 06 the eokacept of numbel* a w  
used in this pagsrr t o  lay down a sound definition of economic 
value, 

The result is a definitlsn which is (I) objective, 128 quantit2- 
t he ,  (3) not open t o  the cslticlsms that cripple previous pro- 
posals, and (41 offers a conceptt~ai clad~ifica~;ion for e c o n ~ m i ~ s ~  

I. Value 

In her preface to  the second edi'cion of A% Essay 0% Ma~xian 
Economics, Joan Robinson writes 

. in spite of the offence which it has given, I cannot witlldrsew the rs- 
mark a t  the end of Chapter 111, The concept of vdae seems to me to  be a 
remarkabie example of haw a metapkfsieh;'a notion can inspke ori@nal 
thought, though in itself it is quite devoid sf operzsioraal meaning, (@. 
ciE., p. xi, emphasis in ori@nai.) 

*The "iheory expounded here p e w  out sf extensive diseussiosb with 
Dr. Victor Elconin (West Coast Unix~ersiQ) Professor Newman 
Fisher iSan Francisco State University). Warm thanks go to Professor 
Vqalamns. Jacobs (@a@. State Uwiv., Los Angeles) for helping to christen 
Barss, Thermos and PAegethos. 1 wish also to thank Professor J, R o g ~ r  
Lee (Cslif. State Univ,, Los Angeies) who, began nag@ng me b write, 
and s:~ksequently improve, this peyer. 
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The offending statement appears on p. 22 of Robinson's Essay; 
. . .no point of substance in Marx's a r ~ m e n t  depends on the labour 
theory of vdue. Voltake remaked that it is possible to kill a flock sf 
sheep by witchera& if you give them plenty of arsenic at the same time. 
The sheep, in this figure, may well stand for the complacent apoloasts of 
capitaEsm; Marx's penetrating insight and bitter hatred supply the 
arsenic, while the labour theory of value provides the incantation, 

To emphashe her claim about the metaphysical (i.e,, 1 take it, 
the  meaningless) character of the concept, Robinson puts the 
suspect term in italics in most of her bwk, and in particular in 
those places where: as she believes, the uselessness or actual 
disutdity of the concept is most mangest (e.g,, op.cit. 
pp. 26-28]. 

Robinson's fire is directed expEcitly a t  Karl Marx9s d w t r b e  
of value. According to Marx, on p, 37 of Ca@tal, the exchange 
of commodities is " ". . . an act characterked by a total abstrac- 
tion from" the properties that make them useful, make them, 
as Marx puts it, use-values. He says, loc. cit. 
A given commodity, e . g . ,  a quarter of wheat is exchanged for x blacking, 
y silk, or z gold, k c .  . .in the most dsferent proportions. . .But since x 
blacking, y silk or z gold, &em, each represent the exchange-value of one 
quarter of wheat, [they] must, as exchange-values be replacerzble by each 
other, or equal to each other. Therefore, first: the valid exchange-values 
of a given commodity express something equal; secondly, exchange- 
value. . .is only the mode of expression, the phenomenal form, of some- 
thing contained in it. 

Farther on, discussing an exchange of two commoditiess Marx 
writes that in the two dsferent things 
. . ..there exists in equal quantities something common to both. The 
two. . .must therefore be equal to a third, which in itself is neither the 
one nor the other. Each of them. . .must therefore be reducible to this 
third. 

. . . the exchange-values of commodities must be capable of being ex- 
pressed in terms of something common to them aB. 

The  "something" common to  all commodities, Marx finds, is 
t h e  labor expended in production. He says, ibidck., p. 38, that 
after  abstracting from the useful propel-;kies of goods and from 
t h e  distinctions among the various kinds of labor employed, 
. . .there is nothing left but what is common to them an; all are reduced 
t o  one and the same sort of labour, human labour in the abstract. 

Let us now consider the residue of each of these products; it consists of 
t h e  same unsubstantial reality in each, a mere eongelation of homogene- 
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ous human labour. . .all that these now teH us is, that human labour- 
power has been expended in their production, that human labour is em- 
bodied in them. When lmked at  as crystals of this social substance, 
common to them all, they are--Values. 

So, according to  Marx, the value of a commodity is the same 
as the amount of ""hman labour in the abstract" expended in 
producing it. How then, are amounts of vaXne to  be measured? 
Marx says, Sbid., 

Plainly, by the quantity of the value-creating substance, the labour, eon- 
tained in this aadcicle. The quantity of labour, however, is measured by 
its duration, and labour-time in its turn finds it standard in weeks. days, 
and hours. 
The last two quotations may be taken as Marx's theory of vaB- 
ue, summarked in his aphorism, ""As values, aU csmmsdii%ies 
are only definite masses sf congealed labour-time" (ibid,,  p. 
40). 

It is no news that Marx's theory is an elaboration oft but no 
essential ad.dance on, the views of the so-called classical 
economists such as Adam Smith (see e.g,, Bk. I, Ch. V of AR 
Inqzeiq i ~ t o  the Pheature a& Causes of the Wedth ofpdations), 
It is also no news that Robinson is not the first to reject the 
theory. For example, B e r t r ~ n d  RgseUB writing i~ 1896, said 
of Marx's theory, 
Marx's proof is fallacious in method; we can never be sure, by mere 
abstraction of differences, that we have hit on the on& common quaEty 
of ra. number of things, or that the qa i l l~y  we have hit on is the relevant 
one. His psmf is fallacious in substatxe, for commodities have also 
another common quabty, u t z ty  namely, or the power of satiseing some 
need. (Geman Social Democ~cacy, p. 17, emphasis in oriffinal.) 

Critics of the Marxist view have picked a t  it on many 
pounds. For instance, Eugen Bohm vcsn Bawerk, in Kap.8 
M a ~ z  and the Close of his System, presents what he takes t o  
be a conclusive, destructive study of the labor theory, ampE- 
$ing and completing the analysis "ma had made earlier in his 
Capital a d  Interest. One of the principal charges is that  the 
labor theory is circular: it is proposed as an explanation of how 
commodities come to be exchanged in the proportionss that 
they do, e.g., in the market, yet it is the exchan~ge value that 
is used to determhe the labor value in commodities, Indeed, it 
is argued, the Marxist qua%3icatiom that value i s  to  be meas- 
ured by the "socially necessary" labor expended, ""congealed'" 
and ""eystalfiaed" in commodities, reduces stal farther the 
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posaibgig,y o i  giving independent content t o  the l.abor theory 
apsr? from. the caneephf exchange value, This even though 
the former is supposed 10 provide an expJication of the latter 
!we, e,g., Robert Nazick7 Amrehg, State a d  pp. 
253-621, Agais, critics hold that  the conception of ""human lab- 
sr in the abstract'', or of ""homogeneous human labor", is un- 
happily vague and terribly confused, incapable sf unarsabim- 
oes explsnation or spec3ieation. 

Much of Bohan-$awerk9s CaptkE a12d d~terest is a thorough 
criticism of a variety af competing theories sf value, and not 
that of M a ~ x  alone. These are all, he finds, unsatisfactory, for 
khe same scar%.s of reasons brought to bear against the labor 
theory: Eogical mcoherenee, lack of empkical content, being 
n~isleading ar positively erroneous is expGcating concrete 
ccczaomic phenomena, &c. To repah the deficiency, Bohm- 
7 ~ ~ -  ~ ~ w e s k  adopts the so-called ""s~bjective theory" of value, He 
gives a succinct formuEatisw in The Positive T h e o ~  of Cwitd: 

formally defined, value is the impoflance which a good or complex d 
goods possesses with respect to the weubeiwg of a smb~ect . goods can 
o d y  have an effective impontience for human wellbeing in one way, vb.  
by bekg the :r~dd~pensabke condition, the s i ~ e  qw %on, of some one ut%- 
t y  which subserves it we shag define [value], unambiguously and 
exactly, as : That imps&ance which goods or complexes of gmds 
zcqulre, as the recombed condition of a ut~gjty which makes for the weB1- 
being of a sabject.$, and would not be obtained without them. (@. eit., 
p. "56.) 
Moreover, he writes (dbid, pp. 135-6): 
AU goods have usefulness, but all goods have not value. For the erner- 
gence of value there musk be scarety raldivsre to the demand for the 
partrcnllrr class of goods . goods acquire value when the whole svanable 
stock of  the^^ is n d  sufficient to coven. the wants depending on them for 
satasfaction, or when t h e  stock would not be sufficient -aiQhougjt these 
particular goods, 

The subjec~ive tI12or-y is a major doctrine of the so-called 
"Aastrian sehooi" of e~onomists, of which Bdhm-Bawerk was a 
prominent early member, The theory seems to escape most of 
the  criticisms specifically directed at Marx9s labor theory, as 
well as those aimed a t  other extant ""objective9' theories. No 
doubt this explains in part, at  least, why the subjective theory 
cornfaended itself to the Austrian economists. 

Unhappily fm eeas~nomists" peace of mind, the subjective 
theory is in its t u x  nest without difEculties of its own. This is 
e% idsnt fsom a cossldsration af Ludwig voa Mises' exposition: 
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If in accordance with an objective theory of value the possib2itr of an 
okqeceive concept of eommodrty-vsines is accepted, and exchange is re- 
garded as the reciprocal surrender of equivalent goods, then ibe csrclu- 
slon necessargy follows that eexhaaage ~ransactions must he preceded by 
measurement of the quarrtity of valve contained in each of the objects 
that are to be emhanged. 

But modern value theory has a different starting point. It conceives sf 
value as the signsicance attributed to indiviauai corna~~ad~ty uaits by a 
human being who wishes to consume or otherwise dispose of vsrxsus 
commodities to the best advantage. (La won Mises, The Theoat of~ l fone~  
aed C ~ e d i t ,  p. 38.) 

The subjective theory does not t ry  to make quknaidatice esti- 
mates of value. Aceording to V O ~  Mises: dbid., p. 89, 

But subjective -raIuation, which is the pivot of aU economk acifivicy, only 
arranges commodities in order of their sigst3icanee; it does no!# meaurs 
this significance. 

Prom the subjective view, says voa Mises @bid- pp. 46-41), 

Value can rightly be spoken of only with regard to speerf~c acts of apgrwi- 
sal, It exists in such connexions only; there is no 7ialue o~ t s ide  the pro- 
cess of valuation. There is no such thing as zbstract valae. 

The proper notion of value, for the Anstrian sekool, is "sub- 
jective use-vahre", and this, all parties seem to agree, is no: 
suscep"cibhe to objective mea*sursment, Tiberefore, von TvTises 
writes (ibdd., pa. 45), ""I lit is impossible to measure saabjectivs 
use-value, it follows directly that  r t  is impracticable to asmibe 
"uanti"pgP' to it," 

This subjective doetrine is open to  the charge of circgiarity 
just as the classical theory is, For, what more is discovered 
about value in exchange, on this view, other than that traders 
exchange c~jmmodlties in various r a t i s s w h e  e i ~ e u l ~ i t y  bee- 
comes more patent upon recalEng that what people do is n& 
always what, in any reasonable sense of the term, th5y want 
to do. After all, people often act eompullsively, impulsively, 
under duress, etc. Thus, the Austrian sehsol must coneed.: tha t  
many exchanges occur in ways that  do grot necessarBy refleet 
the subjective valuation of the principals, unless the tsrrn~ 
""sbbg'ctive vaBuation'7s being persuasively redefined as fie 
notion it purportedly helps explain, 

So, both the classical and the Austrian schools propose to 
explain the economic conception of value in seE-sta1tzging and 
unfortunately specea9atPse ways. In part, this deL-ives from a 
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confusion, avoided in the theory expounded below, bekween 
myhat a quantity i s  and what may be causally or functionally 
related to some concrete situations being appropriately char- 
acterized by determinate values of that quantity, This may be 
seen more clearly by analom with a simfiar situation that 
might be imagined arising about the notion of volume. 

11, Confusion 

Imagine the savant Barss annouaeing the results of his cogi- 
tations. ""'doltame is a sub%ation," he announces. ""I is the recip- 
rocal negation of that which is the agent of esmpressicsn, as is 
evident from my experiments, Thus, volume really is nothing 
but pressure expressed in an outward phenomenal form of 
inversion; it is pressure.'" 

At once Baros is challenged, 
""You have neglected the intensity of the P%lol@stication, not 

t o  say anything of its accumulation. In fact, volume is a direct 
mangestation of h motvice de feu. For as one fires up a gas, 
tha t  gas exerts itseE to gd all space, and inversely as one 
damps "%he fire, the gas retreats and cogs in upon itself, In a 
word then, volume is ns thhg more or less than temperature, 
t h a h n l y ,  and dkectly." This from Thernos, 

Impatient, scornfuE, Megethos interrupts, ""BahI" says he, 
6You have both been misled, deceived by the epiphenomena. 
You fight over the shadows and meanwhfie the horse has run 
away--to my stable. MereBy consider, my learned friends, that 
as you increase or decrease the amount of matter, the gas 
obediently increases or  decreases its extension. Ergo, volume 
is nothing else than mass." 

I venture that my three sages are disputing with only a EtMe 
more silliness than the economists a r p i n g  about what value 

is. i t  is not hard to resolve the perplexity h which 
Baros, Thermos and hfegethos find themselves. I t  suffices to 
point out that since everything is what it is and not another 
thing, then volume in particular is--volume, and not anything 
else. Volume is a geometrical magnitude. This or that influ- 
ence - pressure, temperature, quantity sf matter, or what 
have you - may be causally or functionally related to the vol- 
ume of a physical thing, as in the ideal gas Haw, But that ought 
not, and I am sure usually does not, lead anyone to think QOL- 
ume is any one or any combination of those other things. 
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Analogously, it seems to me, the economists9 a r p m e n t  
whether value is really congealed labor, or subjective mar@nal 
utility, or objective usefulness, or whatnot, is equally fu'utze. It 
is tempting to say, as G.E. Moore migM have, that value is 
value, and that is all there is to it. Indeed, I think itiis t r u e  
that value is value, but I also bebeve these is just a bit more t o  
say about it, 

111. Abstraction 

My thesis is a simple one: The economic value of a thing is 
just what i t  will fetch in the market. Since the idea is so simple 
it may essay be misunderstood. So I here improve the oppor- 
tunity to arnpl2y and complicate. 

To prepare the way, I review Bertrand RusselYs celebrated 
definition of natural number (see Pm'aeipks; of MathemLics, 
Ch. IXj, What, for example, is the number of justices on the  
Supreme Court? Well, it is the number of players in the start-  
ing lineup of the $%. Louis Browns or the Jersey City Giants. It 
is also the nunzher of major planets in this solar system, the 
number of eggs left from a dozen after making a three-egg 
omelet, the number of chapters in any book sf Plotinus9 
Enzrzeds, the number of syllables needed to complete a haiku 
after eight have been set down, &c, All the sets mentioned 
just now have the same number. The metaphysical question 
that arises is, what is that number that all these sets ""have"? 
What sort of thing is it? What realm of being does it inhabit? 

Russeu, feauowring Frege, noted that, whatever else may be 
"cue of the several sets that ""have" the same number, a neces- 
sary condition for two sets to  have the same number is that  
the elements of the sets can be matched in a one-to-one corres- 
pondence. For instance, the set of fingers on a chi8d9s hand is 
put in one-to-one correspondence with the set of pigs in the 
nursery game that begns " h e  little  pig^ went to  market. . . '" 
Given any set of individuals, then, there are iaadefhmaitely many 
other sets with which the given set is in one-to-one correspon- 
dence. It is said that such sets are s i m i b ~  to one another. On 
RusseU9s view, all the sets simfiar to one another in the sense 
just prescribed form a class of sets, a subclass of the class of all 
sets of individuals. Thus, there is a class among the members 
of which are the set of Erisejes, the set of principals in a 
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menage a frois, tm set o$ instrumenis needed to play tPe 
Ghoss" Fn"o. and so forthh, Such a ~ iass  %s an equi.ejde~xee c h ~ s  
with respect to  the aslal$on of sia12al-ity, same: (1) every set is 
similar to itsdf, EB) K one set is s8mils.r t o  another, then t l ~ t  
other 1s similar to the one, and i3.l if one set is sirdar to a 
second, and the second to o third, ehan the f i rs t  is similar to  
the  tkrrd. In isthea. wordsg ~ in~ i la r i ty  is r e f l e x l - ~ ~  sj7rametric 
and transitive, i,e., it is an equi-dalenee relation Gertalnly one 
thing the sets helorlging t o  o?e sf thsse equivalence t~lasses 
have in common is that they el! belong to the same club. More- 
over, melmberahi~ in such a club is determined by whax 
appears to  be oasenbial arid prirniti-ve us the mtisn 0% "having 
the  same number'". 

Rr;sseHis prsposal, t%~ess, was to construe $he numlber a set 
has" 'as gxst that eqilivaleaee class to 1s-hick it belongs, The 

number tlrree, for instance, is the equivaience class sf which 
",ha set of Eriayes is a typical men~ber, and the number nine is 
the squhalence class of which the set 09' Supreme Court JEJ- 
taces is e member, and so on, To complete the cale, Russell 
I hen construed %he term "number" as referring to the elass of 
aIX such equivahe3ce clesses. 

37rom the Russexian standpoint, rasr~~k~era have been shown 
to be dei-inable as IspjcaI eons'e~nctisss from less problematic 
rstities, and the speeezlstioss of ~netaphysaeians and numerol- 
ogists are seen to  be beside the poht  for the purposes of math- 
erfiatrcs and its applications, 

Russell's method may be ehsraete.-.:zed in general. He forms 
B~ 2 e ~ t i t i o ~  01 the svel-alli elass (for the case of ntamber, the 
dass of sets sf individuals) into subclasses whirh (1) are jointly 
exhaustive of the overall class, (2) are mukalaUly disjoin&, and 
13) are egni-veiencs cldsses witla repecl ", on appropriate 
equivalence relation ( ~ n  the ease of nea-mbs;, that relation ss 
sirfi3%rityj, Me Ihen defines any specific entit? of $he requked 

"b, 9 sort (e.g., ~ A L .  A l ~ s ~ b e r  three) as an appropriate one of those 
e ~ ~ i v d e n e e  classes, and ~nterprets the general concept ( e .g , ,  
number) as the class of all such equkalenee classes, ThaQgea- 
era1 concept and its spxifie instances, then, are abs t~w t i ons  
from the more concrete entities that go to form the equiva- 
ience clgssea 

I? lhis method of abst,aacs,ion is sf quite genera: appjication in 
ana~herf;akies, The proced~lre has bee11 adzqted, ior example, 
to e:.;plirate the esncepa sf physical $nantity, e,g., Sen@-&h, dur- 
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a-cfoas, temperature, Qc,, as that concept is emplsyed in the 
natural sciex~ces (see Chapter Six of my dissertation, Spme, 
Time azd Ideasflrs: A Studg Ti"% the ADhikspkJy of David R~rae).  
Here 1 propose t o  apply the same point of view to aneEyeis s f  
the C O I I C ~ P ~  of economic value, 

IV, Exchange 

That one quarter of wheat exchangedp at a gven  time, for x 
liilackh-ig or g silk or z gold, &c., was taken by Marx to show 
that those quaatities af those cornmodkiees Bere of equal value. 
Had he stopped these and t h o u g h h  bit Marx might well have 
avoided the metaphysical muddle embodied in the notions oi 
""hmn Iabsr in the abstract" and "mrystallized human labor'" 
and the rest, 

Suppose that a pint of mik, a pound of bananas, 0,0001 
ounce of gold,. . . , are commodities that on Marx's view hasre 
the same value. Thus, they belong t o  the same equivdeazce 
ch8s s i th  raspeet to  the rehtisn ofezchmgeability, Simaarhy, 
e tiebet to a concert, a copy of 8 best-se8Elag novel, an eye- 
jangling sport shirt,. . . , may be equally exchangeable, belong- 
i ~ g  to another equivalence class with respect to exckangeabiE- 
t y ,  Again, an automobile of a certain laake, an elaborate re- 
cording sound system, an ahline ticket around the world, a se& 
of tools, an acre of desert land,. . . , may also be exehangeabis, 
all falling into yet another equivalence class. In general, at any 
time, the class of commodities i s  partitioned h t o  subclasses 
such that all the members of any one such subclass are ex- 
changeable, even-stephen, one with another, For the purposes 
&sf econhsmics, the exchange relation is a equivalence relation, 
For, (1) any comnnodity Is exchangeable for sorne commodity 
or sther, (2) i% one commodity 6s exchangeable with another 
then that other is exchangaable with the one, and (3) 8 one 
commodity is exchangeable with a second and that second 
with a third, then the first is exchangeable with the third, 
From these conditions it followsi by aa, simple exercise in quan- 
tifieatioi-aal logic, that exchangesabiElg7 is reflexive, symmetric, 
and tra~~sitive,  and hence that it is an equivalence relation, It 
is not unreasonable, therefore, to define the vdue of a corn- 
modity as that ezchan,ge equivabnee elms to which it bebngs, 
an6 to define the class of values in general as the chss  of at2 
such eqccddenee chsses. 
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Since economists have always known that commodities that 
exchange evenly, Bike Marm's quarter of wheat, x blacking, y 
silk, a gold, &c., are of equal value, it is by no means a surprise 
to  discover that that is what value amounts to, No farther 
elaboration, with tales of labor expended, subjective wants 
expressed, actual utilities, or whatnot, either need or should 
have been told in order do understand what vaiue isc 

Value so construed is a quantitative concept, for it is easy to 
define addition, subtraction, negation, muItip%ication and divi- 
sion by real numbers, and the rest. To iflustrate, if A is one 
value and 3EB another, then A + B is the value of the composite 
commodity composed of any one element of A together evlth 
any one element sf B. An example may be useful: let A be the 
value of a quart of m i k  and B the value of a dozen eggs; then A + B is the value of the composite commodity one-quart-of- 
milk-with-one doaen-eggs, which is, perhaps, the same as the 
value of one pound of hamburger. Again, if A is the value of a 
gallon of gasoline, then 1.5 A is the value of a gallon and a half 
of gasoline, which may be the same as the value of a pair of 
socks. It is even possible to  introduce the notion of negative 
values. Thus in order to ""exchange'k load of trash or garbage, 
the person who wants to  dispose of it may have to  give some 
other commodity, money for instance, to  have it taken away. 

The present proposal also helps to undersbnd money, The 
pint of milk, pound of bananas and 8.0001 ounce of gold with 
w"rrch I began were all supposed to worth $ 2 5 .  In the days 
before clad coins and unbacked paper eunency, gold and silver 
counted as money. But gold and silver are commodities, like 
any others, useful for some purposes, Bike fj4fing teeth or mak- 
ing jewelry, and esteemed by some or scorned by others just 
a s  chocolate bars or racing cars may be. The precious metals, 
however, have certain virtues over other commodities, bawa- 
nas say, for business purposes, They don't spoil, they are eas- 
ily handled, and they are nearly universally acceptable in 
trade for other commodities. I t  is therefore convenient to  use 
standard quantities of them as representative of the various 
equivalence classes into which those standard quantities 
would fall. So the $.2% which 1 took to be the price of a pound 
of bananas would be, in the days of real money, a definite 
quantity of gold or silver or else a maranteed certsicate at- 
testing a vafid claim to such a quantity of gold or silver, Money 
therefore, is no more nor less than a standard commodity mi -  
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versauy recognized as exchangeable in approprfate amounts 
for other commodities. In more abstract mathematical terms, 
a sum of money is a standard representative of the equivalence 
class to which it belongs. 

In more detail, the various denominations of money may be 
regarded as providing units in which to measure values, just 
as the various multiples and submulitipkes af the meter, inch, 
or what you will, 8U0w expressing the measure of other 
ken@hs relative to those selected len@hs. For hstance, the 
measure of foot .in inches is a pure number, 12; the measure of 
the ckcumference of the Earth in ~ l e s  is approximately 
25,000; &c, Simgar3iyq the measure of the value of a p o u d  of 
b a m m  in cents is 25, according to my example; the ' ~ B Z ~ M U T ~  

of the reta.ik value of a gaaElon of g m o l k e  in dollars is, say, 
8.689; &c, This choice of money (i.e., gold or saver or wam- 
pum or clam sheus or whatever) to provide units of measure 
is, however, purely a matter of convenience, and sometimes 
other commodities provide more useful measures. Thus, quite 
frequently h The Wealth ofNa%ions Adam S ~ t h  uses stan- 
dard quantitites of p a i n  (he calls it ""calm") to provide a mea- 
sure for comparison of economic vdues a t  different times and 
places. OMen another commodity, working time, is used t o  
measure e c o n o ~ c  values, For example, in the San Fernando 
Valdey edition of the Los Angeles Times for 6th September 
1975 there is an advertisement urdng readers to buy a u t o m ~ -  
biles. The persuasion iseludes the following: 
8. The cost sf a new car wow takes less from tday ' s  payebeck than it did 
10 years ago. Then it took the median wage earner 5.1 months to earn 
the price of a base four-door ear. Today, he can earn a four-door ear in 
4.4 months. 

That is to  say, accordkg to the advertisement, in 1995 the 
number 4.4 is the meauye of the vdae of a bme $ O ' ~ L T - ~ L ~ Q T  cw 
with respect to  the workhg month as unit. (For some amusing 
examples, see Ch, XXXIII, ""SHth Century Political Ecsn- 
omy", in A Conneetiat YaaEkee at KiaEg p b ~ t h u ~ k  Court by 
Mark Twain,) 

This admittedly sketchy account may be summarized as 
recommending that the class of e e o n s ~ c  values be thought of 
as a semantical interpretation of the abstract theory of eontin- 
uous quantity, that is, of what the physicists call '%sca%ars9', 
The class of economic values is a scalar class, i.e., a eontinu- 
ous, o r d e ~ e d ~  dditiwe A beiian group with mturetli % u m b e r  eo- 
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ejj5ciea."s, Fwr which a elass of mewt:pe 0~a?rat00'~^8 is~movhrjh: 
:c 3-r, eke r e d  n%?nlaers i s  defined. (A full aecouflt of that  theory, 
;aar%ding s development of the theory of real numbers mag be 
",,ii;d ip: the aforementioned Chapter Six of ~ n y  dissertation.) 

i 22a~e sbeady answered %he objections that the present pro 
m s a i  ignores the essence, the very meaning, of eeonodc val- 
52, that it evades or denies what ir the last analysis value aslti- 
;;.,,~.',eiy is. That ansasver, again, is that what others nominate 
Ium the office mdy for all T know be causally or functiocally 
 dated to vane as 1 have defiiled it, but: they are not the same 
2s s;alus, airalike the aai81rer candidates, such as sasqective mar- 
:,;:lal ul,ility or the laboa theory, this account defines value 

1~jee"c;vely aei:ordinag Lo the actuaEties of economic exhange; 
'-; rs nat open to Joan Rsbirssom's charge of being either "meta- 
;bhysicsl"' or devoid oh what she calls ""operational meaning"; 
326 15 separates the question of what value is from the ques- 
r:On t\f -$hat causes a g>--- a*-%--2;6-, 1- &-TI Lfi  YO +he+ 
db Y Bill b 5 J l B d l d I U l d l b J  i % J  IS&&* $IIILi V a.blUG U I I V I U  

-$, doe: icompare my parable about gas volume, above Ssc.11). 
Anot3er pos~ibEe objection is t h t  on this account the value 

os a comnlesdity may well vary from one time to another or 
:ro;n on2 place t o  another, and this, it may be thought, is not 
caapaf ible with the notion of an object's havhg value, Once 
w7a)re 1 reply with an ana?loa, Eera@h, for example?, i s  a geo- 
metrical magnitude, and the class of len@hs is a scalar class, 
mmely,  the elass of sets of conpuea~t  line sements. That is 
what  ien@h is, for ail purposes of mathematics, natural sci- 
ence and engineering, That is in pa5 way inconsistent with the 
k t  that %he ien@i&h of some physical object may be a function 
sf ather variables, srach as temperature or mechanical stress. 
A{ any time, for instance, a rubber band has some len@-&h or 
oitlaer, bgt if it is: sbretehed its l enah  changes, in aceordance 
with Hooke's Law perhaps. Similarly, at any time the value of 
a commodizy i s  what it is, namely, the exchange equivalence 
class to  which i t  belongs. That is in no way inconsistent with 
the fzcl that a t  some other time, for God knows what reasons, 
that commodity may well be placed in a dzferent exchange 
5qn:valence class. 

'2hs e;ampldint sf von ?tlises, quoted above in See. I, that on 
Glrr okjeetive theory such as this " exchange transactions 
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must be preceded by the measurement of value e ~ ~ d a i n c d  in 
each of the  objects . . t o  be exchanged," is easily met, There :s 
no need for such a prior measurement, for the csn~wmmation 
of the ezehange i s  the  squired ope~ation of "meaadregne?&t ' 
That is, the exci~awge itsekf is what puts Ihe c o x r ~ ~ ~ o ~ i t  jr: 
their several equivalence classes, 

Another objection is tka"c8ferenat qrnanl~ties of ~Y he ssarna " 

commodity do not always exchailge in direct t o  propertron ep  
those quantities. For instance, mi& bought in a half-grllo~2 
container costs, say, $,68, while two quarts cost 6-35 each, i,e 
%.TO for the same quantity of mi&. The reply is simply that TIE 
commodity being bought 4s not merely a physical q l~aaci t~ of 
milk. In the first case the commodity is a hdf-gdbn .3frniSk ir 
a hay-gal;kwa container, whereas in the second case the cam- 
meadity (a composite one) is a ha&f-,$-gaZon of -$milk packaged :?s 

two one-quart contai~ers. There is no obvious season why 
these two different esmanodities must fall into the same ex- 
change equivale~ace class, i.e., have rRe same value, Shrn-iga~1.s. 
the exchange value of a dank-truck load of gasoline is  cot - 
simple multiple of the retaia value of a single gallon of the st cii 
nos does any theory I know of require that  it be, 

Again, the value 01 a commodity may differ at differeni 
dirrses. In CaEfornia, the value of a gin-and-trnic dispensed in a 
bar ma,y be $1.25, before the 2 AM legai closing hour, k u i  
after 2 AM, the price may be--weH, who knows? Fn sther 
words, the value of a commodity a t  a3y time or place i~ what it 
is, the exchange eggiiivalence elass into which it falls, a:tlrodg;- 
that value may easily be a function of such variak~Jes as t imn 
place, legal conditions, relative searcity, labor expertded, &e: , 
&e, 

VI, Virtues 

The account J have given restores the ~errm""value" to a 
decent modieram of respectaebiEty for the purjloses of econoca- 
ies. It is not open to Robinson's charge that it is a mecaphpstea'l 
coacegat, except insohr as the quibbles abs~at the anotion of 
class by nominaGsts like Quine are taken seriously. It is 81963 
not open to her charge that the concept is "&void of opera- 
tional meaning9". 1 construe her use of the word "operatinl~ai" 
to mean ""Eaving sigahzicant comstentw~nLiad on the pi-esegt 
accwdnt the term "-t~a6~ae" does have significance, 
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But the principal virtue of this story is that it is trivial. The 
present theory provides an opportunity for conceptual clarzi- 
cation, which, once achieved, makes the theory look Eke what 
it is: a careful statement sf what should be obvious. 
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